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Byron Kim     

Byron Kim is a contemporary Korean-American artist. In the early 1990s, Kim made his debut in the art 
world with his artwork "Synecdoche," a large group of monochromatic field paintings of various people's 
skin tones. It was featured at the 1993 Whitney Biennial, which was also known as the 'identity' biennale or 
'multiculturalism' biennale. Due to the fact that Kim is an artist of color, and having started his career with 
such artwork, people automatically assume that his work is only about race. Certainly, Kim's work is often 
described under the category of identity art--but we learned through his visit to MICA that his work is about 
that and much more.

Race stimulates conversations, challenges comfort zones, and question historical generalizations. Whatever 
'Asianness' is, can we define it in totality?

Byron Kim visited MICA for a couple of days in October 2008 and did a public lecture that filled up the 
Falvey Hall at the Brown Center. He also extended his visit by meeting senior undergraduate students, an 
art history course on contemporary Asia, critiquing graduate students of Hoffberger School of Painting, 
and talking with Asian students working on this publication, which included getting interviewed. There was 
certainly a great deal of hype that accompanied this Asian art star's appearance on campus.

In our interview with artist Byron Kim, he revealed his inspirations, challenges, 
and the plurality of influences and relationships that define him.  He certainly 
cannot be defined simply as a minority fringe artist.  As Walt Whitman 
wrote, "I am large, I contain multitudes."  But race is always there to stimulate 
conversations and challenge historical generalizations.  Although Kim does not 
create artwork specifically to comment on race, he acknowledges race's potency.
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Byron Kim
Synecdoche

1991-92
oil on wood

100 panels at 10 x 8 inches
Installation view, 1993 Biennial 

Exhibition, Whitney Museum of 
Contemporary Art, New York

courtesy of the artist and Max Pro-
tetch Gallery, New York
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In Kim's interview, he mentioned that he did not mean for 'Synecdoche' to be an artwork pertaining directly 
to issues of race, yet he acknowledges the responsibility that comes with being an artist of color doing such 
a work.

This is an important and tense situation for us to all ponder. Every Asian artist has to deal with being and not 
being Asian enough. Issues surrounding race, ethnicity, and identity always linger... Whether or not the artist 
intends to create artwork directly about it or not, somehow the discussion is still there.

Synecdoche: a term that is not use commonly. The word suggests parts to a whole.
Can one man's art piece (part) suggest all of Asianness at large (whole)? Is there some sort of heterogeneous 

Asian image that consists of the well-known potent and pungent smells of Asian foods, the ching chang 
chong sounds of Asian languages, immigrants' work ethic bearing fruit of Asian intelligence, the golden 
undertone of skin, and physically smaller features in comparison to Western brothers and sisters? There are 
visual and sensual signs that are deemed "Asian," but some of them contribute to creating stereotypes. Not all 
of this applies, not all parts create the single Asia whole, since there is no such thing.

This is why the 'part' is important, sometimes more important than the whole. Kim talks about how the 
human interaction of every one of the people he painted was significant to him. The process of the work was 
more important than the whole product.

"In Kim's interview, he mentioned that he did not mean for 'Synecdoche' to 
be an artwork pertaining directly at issues of race, yet he acknowledges the 
responsibility that comes with being an artist of color doing such a work"


